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 Research Aims  
1. Study the tectonics features and the stress field in Noctis 

Labyrinthus.  

2. Scrutinize the Pit Chains morohology and evolution.  

3. Reveal the processes responsible for the complex ramify rift 

systems and troughs. 

Early Extension and Magma Plumbing  

To understand the origin of the rift systems and troughs in Noctis Labyrinthus, we mapped a large fraction of faults (N = 494) and checked their 

orientation (Fig.2), size and distribution (Fig.3). We also studied the relationship between the vertical offset and the length of fault systems through 

the equation DMax= ɣLn  (Cowie , P.A & Sholz, C.H., 1992a,b., Clatk, R.M & Cox, S.J.D., 1996). 

To determine the nature of the hosting rock, we plotted the fault length measurements on a cumulative frequency diagram (Fig.3) that shows a power 

law trend indicating a crust mechanically homogeneous up to the base of the interconnected fault systems . Moreover, the frequent interconnection 

between graben and pit chains calls for a possible common process responsible for their formation and evolution. In particular , Pit chains are 

bounded by two faults and connected to a swarm of small-sized cracks (Fig.4) and present a higher displacement compared to grabens. 
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Fig.2. The direction attributes for all lineaments of the mapped 

faults. The red circles show zones of Riedel structures. 

Fig.3. Displacement-Length diagram (Left) for the studied faults, shows a large scattering of values. 

Cumulative Frequency diagram (right) fits a negative power law trend, revealing the presence of a 

stratigraphic sequence of layered basalts. 

(Soliva, R & Scultz, 

R.A., 2008) 

Fig.4.(a)Topographic view showing a series of linear trend of Pit chains, frequently 

bounded by a major grabens.(b) Compared sections between the maximum vertical offset 

generated by the grabens (B-B’, C-C’) and the throw generated by the Pit chains (A-A’).  

 Discussion and Conclusion 
 

We assume that Noctis Labyrinthus is made up by an invariant oblate 

early stress field, responsible for the formation of the branched network 

of faults and grabens. Along these structures dikes could have been 

injected from deep magmatic sources and over their tips, deflating and 

collapsing processes might have happened at the surface on graben's 

floor. This would explain the lower displacement of faults bounding 

grabens compared to the pit chain related with grabens. Hence we tie 

together a Volcano-Tectonic activity behind the formation of the Noctis 

Labyrinthus rift systems. 
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Fig.1. The Location of Noctis Labyrinthus. 
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